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ABOUT GRADUATE NYC
The Graduate NYC (GNYC) Initiative began in
2010 as an outgrowth of the college readiness
and success work that the NYC Department of
Education (NYC DOE), the City University
of New York (CUNY), and the Mayor’s Oﬃce
had been engaged in together for many years.
Initially funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation as part of its Communities
Learning in Partnership portfolio, GNYC works
closely with its partners on eﬀorts to increase
rates of college readiness and degree completion.

Focused on students who
attend NYC DOE schools

and CUNY colleges across all
five boroughs, GNYC brings
together institutional and

organizational players to link and align eﬀorts, advocate for changes in policy
and practice, increase transparency, and identify and concentrate attention

on key college readiness, access, and success indicators. GNYC’s role helps to
maintain a constancy of purpose across institutional and city leadership

transitions. GNYC is part of a broader movement in cities and communities

across the country to create a sustained focus on college completion by working
locally on college access and success in close partnership with major public
education institutions and nonprofit and community-based organizations.

Our initial set of goals and scope of work were determined by citywide teams
composed of leaders and experts in K-12, higher education, youth, families,
and community-based organizations engaged in college access and success

work. The citywide goals, referenced throughout these briefs as the 2020 Goals,

became the crux of GNYC’s eﬀorts. Recommendations from the citywide teams

resulted in the categorization of our work into four priority areas: (1) identifying
and disseminating best practices in college readiness and success, (2) data

sharing, research, and policy, (3) college planning, advisement, and success, and
(4) academic readiness and curriculum alignment. GNYC is funded by multiple
private foundations and receives some public funding through the NYC DOE
and CUNY. New York City, as supported by GNYC, is one of the Lumina
Foundation’s 75 Community Partnerships for Attainment sites.
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INTRODUCTION 2010-2015
This is the first brief in GNYC's three-brief series
looking at college readiness and completion
outcomes among NYC DOE and CUNY students
through the lens of the 2020 Goals—a set of
indicators established by CUNY, the DOE and the
Mayor's Office at GNYC's founding in 2010.
Over the past five years, GNYC has been working
closely with an array of institutional and
organizational players across New York City who
share a commitment to increasing rates of
college readiness and degree completion, so that all
students have access to the opportunities that higher
education provides. Our role is to focus attention
on key indicators of college readiness, access, and
success; align eﬀorts; advocate for changes in policy
and practice; and increase transparency.

Since GNYC’s inception

in 2010, we have seen college
readiness, access, and degree
completion priorities emerge
and gain prominence both

in New York City and across
the country. CUNY colleges
have been adding new

programs and revising their

practices to address challenges
to academic momentum

and degree completion within their institutions. A growing number of
organizations and funders have been supporting students, schools, and

colleges in their eﬀorts to improve college access, readiness, and completion.
The DOE has implemented a number of new accountability measures and

professional development offerings, all designed to increase rates of college
readiness and enrollment. Conversations about accountability in higher

education have intensified, and policy options for increasing accountability
are increasingly being explored.

Leadership transitions have also been an important factor in the growing

emphasis on college outcomes. In 2014, New York City welcomed its first new
mayor since mayoral control of the public school system began in 2002,

resulting in the appointment of a new chancellor of the public schools. A few

GRADUATENYC.ORG
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months later, in an unrelated transition, CUNY also
welcomed a new chancellor. These new leaders

achieving all milestones:

prior eﬀorts, while focusing on new opportunities

pipeline continues to swell—due to an

began unveiling education priorities that built on

Because the number of students in the college

for impact and investment.

increasing number of high school graduates

In September 2015, following a major expansion

of Pre-K education across the city, Mayor de Blasio
announced a new set of education goals, all

of which related to college readiness and success.
Separately, the mayor also made a substantial

new investment to expand the CUNY Accelerated

and high and rising rates of college

enrollment—the number of students reaching
college-going and completion milestones

is also increasing by hundreds or thousands of
students each year, depending on the metric.

2. The persistence of racial achievement gaps:

Study in Associate Programs (ASAP), to

Although all racial groups have made gains

ASAP has consistently posted three-year associate

readiness, enrollment, and completion persist

more than double the overall rate at the university.

the past five years.

increase associate degree completion at CUNY.

in college outcomes, large gaps in college

degree completion rates of more than 50%, which is

and have not narrowed appreciably over

At full capacity, ASAP will serve approximately
25,000 students per year, which should have a

significant impact on degree completion rates.
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1. The increasing number of students

In this series of briefs—issued at a critical juncture,
five years after GNYC was formed—we will

address these narratives more comprehensively in

As this series of briefs will detail, these

light of the 2020 Goals. This first brief will

have led to tangible progress. New York City

on each of the indicators and set a path to

readiness, college enrollment, and college

will provide an analysis of DOE outcomes,

group, although there has been more progress

college enrollment. The third and final brief

special emphasis:

CUNY university system.

converging forces, and efforts that pre-date them,

highlight the NYC DOE’s and CUNY’s progress

has seen gains on the 2020 indicators of college

guide the work moving forward. The second brief

degree completion for every racial and ethnic

particularly those related to college readiness and

in some areas than others. Two themes deserve

will look at college completion outcomes across the

BRIEF 1: THE LAST FIVE YEARS

2020 GOALS
Earning an associate or bachelor’s degree is increasingly the means by which
people hope to gain access to a fulfilling career and life. In 2010, inspired by
work with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation aimed at doubling the numbers
of college graduates, the NYC DOE, CUNY, and the Mayor’s Oﬃce introduced
a set of goals for 2020, encompassing the spectrum from college readiness and
immediate college enrollment through degree completion (Figure 1).
Figure 1: the 2020 Goals

2020 GOALS

42%

COLLEGE READINESS
IMMEDIATE
COLLEGE ENROLLMENT

Increase college readiness
from 42% to 67% **

25%

73%

3-YEAR ASSOCIATE
DEGREE COMPLETION

10%

4-YEAR ASSOCIATE
DEGREE COMPLETION

Increase 3-year associate degree
completion from 10% to 25%

15%

18%

6-YEAR BACCALAUREATE
DEGREE COMPLETION

Increase 4-year degree
completion from 18% to 40%

22%

47%

0

Increase immediate college
enrollment from 73% to77%

4%

Increase 6-year baccalaureate
degree completion from 47% to 61%

14%

20

40

Baseline*

60

80

100

2020 Goal

* 2009 is the original baseline for the 2020 Goals, and remains so for completion goals. However, due to definition changes
and additional data sources available, 2010 is the baseline for the college enrollment goal and 2011 is the baseline for
the college readiness goal.
** In 2015, as part of the Equity & Excellence Agenda, Mayor de Blasio set a target of a 67% college readiness rate by 2026.
42%

5%

20%

Achieving these goals has the potential to put thousands of additional students on the path to
college success. In 2014, more than 50,000 students graduated from NYC DOE high

73% students from the NYC
4% DOE and elsewhere enrolled at colleges
schools, and almost 40,000

in the CUNY system. Given the size of the city’s PK-12 and postsecondary systems

(nearly 1.1 million
10% NYC
4% 11%DOE students and approximately 274,000 degree-seeking students at
CUNY), a shift of just a few percentage points toward the completion goals has implications
for changing the life trajectories of large numbers of New York City students.
18%

4%

47%

18%

6% 8%
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EQUITY
IN OUTCOMES

When the citywide 2020

Goals were established for GNYC, the city prioritized

improving outcomes for all students. In the years since,
GNYC has become increasingly focused on persistent
racial achievement gaps across college readiness

and success indicators. This report draws attention to
these gaps and opportunities to eliminate them

through targeted resources and interventions. Increasing
rates of college readiness, associate degree completion,

and bachelor’s degree enrollment for black and Latino
students, specifically, is an urgent priority for

the city. Focusing on outcomes for black and Latino
students in these areas will help us increase rates on

the milestones overall, while ensuring more equitable
outcomes and opportunities for all New Yorkers.

12

42%

25%

73%

10%

REPORTING ON PROGRESS

15%

18%

FINDING 1
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4%

22%

47%

14%

The city is making progress in all goal areas, but much more progress
0

20

40

60

is necessary to meet the 2020 Goals.

80

100

Figure 2: Progress Toward THE 2020 Goals (2009-2014)
2020 GOALS

42%

COLLEGE READINESS
IMMEDIATE
COLLEGE ENROLLMENT

5%

73%

3-YEAR ASSOCIATE
DEGREE COMPLETION

Increase college readiness
from 42% to 67%

20%

Increase immediate college
enrollment from 73% to 77%

4%

Increase 3-year associate degree
completion from 10% to 25%

10% 4% 11%

4-YEAR ASSOCIATE
DEGREE COMPLETION

18%

6-YEAR BACCALAUREATE
DEGREE COMPLETION

4%

Increase 4-year degree
completion from 18% to 40%

18%

47%

0

20

Increase 6-year baccalaureate
degree completion from 47% to 61%

6% 8%

40

60

80

100

2009 Baseline (2010 for college enrollment, 2011 for college readiness)
2014 Progress
2020 Goal
In 2015, at the midpoint of the 10-year goal

College readiness rates have risen by

period, there have been promising increases

5 percentage points since 2011, and rates of

Figure 2). The targets for college readiness

three or four years) have increased by 4

for each goal area (highlighted in purple in
and associate degree completion were

especially ambitious, and significant gains
have been seen in these areas.

associate degree completion (within

percentage points since 2009. The bachelor’s
degree completion rate has increased by 6

percentage points over the same time period.
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REPORTING ON PROGRESS

The college enrollment rate, already at 73% of all high school graduates, has
moved an additional 4 percentage points to the 2020 target of 77%.

Despite this positive momentum, there is still much progress to be made in

order to achieve the 2020 Goals. To meet the goal for associate degree completion
within four years, for example, the rate must rise by an additional 18

percentage points, and to reach the college readiness goal, the rate must rise
by another 20 percentage points.

DATA DEFINITIONS
The college readiness and college enrollment numbers are from NYC DOE data.

These are inclusive of all 4–year plus summer high school graduates in a given year.
The 3–year and 4–year associate degree and 6–year bachelorʼs degree completion

rates are from CUNY data. These are inclusive of all first-time, full and part-time
freshman across all CUNY colleges.

“Cohort” refers to when a group began high school or college, depending on the context.
“College readiness” refers to CUNYʼs standard for entry into college credit-bearing
coursework, deﬁned in Brief 2.

WHY A 2011 COLLEGE READINESS BASELINE?
Between 2009 and 2011, the NYC DOE and CUNY revised the “college ready”

definition to include the various ways in which a student could be deemed proficient
in the relevant skills areas—for example, by considering his or her SAT and ACT

scores. With additional data also available starting in 2011, this provided a more
comprehensive and accurate picture of college readiness.
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NEW YORK CITY’S HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION,
COLLEGE ACCESS, AND COLLEGE COMPLETION
RATES WITHIN A NATIONAL CONTEXT
Among city school districts with high concentrations of

High School Graduation

50-79%
National

68%
NYC

National

National

rate of 68.4%2, in the mid-tier of cities and with rates similar to
Chicago and Los Angeles3.

77%

with CUNY data, New York City has higher rates of college

NYC

districts (53%4), and even exceeds the rates for urban higher

Bachelor's Degree Completion

52%

50–79%1, placing New York City, with a 2014 graduation

According to National Student Clearinghouse data, supplemented

COLLEGE ENROLLMENT

53%

low-income students, high school graduation rates range from

53%
CUNY

enrollment (77%) than other urban low-income/high minority
income/low minority districts (72%5).

College completion rates are more difficult to compare given
the limitations of data sources currently available. However,

CUNY’s six-year graduation rate for first-time freshman enrolling
in bachelor’s programs either full-time or part-time (53% for
2008 enrollees) fares well when compared with the federal

Integrated Postsecondary Data Education System (IPEDS), which
includes only full-time enrollees at 4-year public institutions.

The CUNY rate is lower than the average rate for all public 4-year
colleges (57.5%6), but higher than the average rate of public

commuter colleges (51.5%7), and public commuter colleges located

in large cities (51.6%8).
ASSOCIATE DEGREE COMPLETION

20%

22%

National

CUNY

CUNY’s four-year associate degree completion rate (22% for firsttime freshman enrolling in 2010) also appears to be slightly better
than the rate for all public community colleges located in large
cities (20.1%, according to IPEDS9).

GRADUATENYC.ORG
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REPORTING ON PROGRESS

FINDING 2
When disaggregating by race, black and Latino students have lower rates of
college readiness and enrollment than their Asian and white peers.

Black and Latino students

Figure 3: High School Graduation and College
Readiness Rates BY RACE
FIG 3
(2010 NYC DOE Cohort )
100

17%

80

34%

18%

28%
41%

46%

40

53%
20%

23%

BLACK
N=22,588

LATINO
N=29,049

0

ASIAN
N=12,967

College-ready grads

11%Asian and white students
29%
16%
29%

60

Figure 3). Among entering

by substantial margins (see

45%
74%9th graders,
less than a

17%
23%

41%

quarter of black and Latino

20

26%
students graduate
from 31%
high

59%

school four years later ready

0

WHITE
N=10,342

Not-college-ready grads

graduation rates and college

80

40

65%

have lower high school

readiness rates compared to

100

19%

36%

60

20

FIG 4

for college. Among white

students and Asian students,

Non-grads

these percentages are two to
three times higher (at 53%
and 65%, respectively).

Figure 4: College
FIG 4 Enrollment and Readiness by Race
FIG 5
(2010 NYC DOE Cohort Graduates)
100

19% 100

36%

28%
41%

10%

80

80

29%

28%
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60
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40
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23%

16%

20

29%

0
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19%
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College-ready enrollees

graduates from the NYC DOE
class of 2014 enrolled in

23%

45%
31%
20%

26%

and 72% of Latino high school

18%

44%

20

Approximately 71% of black

LATINO
N=18,559

Not-college-ready enrollees

FIG?

college, compared to just over

58%

82% of white graduates and

59%

nearly 90% of Asian graduates

23%

(Figure 4). There are even

WHITE
N=8,407

Non-enrollees

FIG 6

100
80

2052

842

60

71%

81%

80%

77

19%

20%

23

40
16

2643

794

20

29%
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larger gaps across racial groups in the percentages of students who enroll college ready:
59% of white high school graduates and 74% of Asian graduates were deemed college

ready, compared to 26% and 31% of black and Latino graduates, respectively. These large

racial gaps have negative implications for college completion and the type of postsecondary
options available to black and Latino students.

A STARTING POINT FOR DISAGGREGATING DATA
Increasingly, school districts, postsecondary institutions, and other community partners
are recognizing the importance of disaggregating data—in other words, looking

deeper into the data to explore how results compare for diﬀerent student groups. In this
report, we present a first attempt at disaggregating data by race in order to understand

how our public education systems are serving diﬀerent groups of students. However, we
recognize that: (1) the four race categories in this report oﬀer an over-simplified

classification of race, masking tremendous cultural diversity and excluding populations
such as American Indian/Native Alaskan students; and (2) an analysis of data broken
out by other student characteristics (such as socioeconomic status and neighborhood

of residence) would provide further insight into the diﬀerences in outcomes across diﬀerent
racial and ethnic groups presented in this report. We touch on these factors in this set of
briefs and will delve deeper into socioeconomic diﬀerences in college readiness and
completion outcomes in future reports.
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26%

31%
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There are wider racial disparities among students pursuing bachelor’s degrees

than among those pursuing associate degrees. Across all racial groups, however,
those pursuing bachelor’s degrees complete at higher rates.
FIG 5

Figure 5: Four-Year Associate Degree Graduates and Six-Year Bachelor's Degree
Graduates by Race (2014 College Graduates)
100
80

62%

60

20

29%

19%

0

N=2,894 N=3,010
ASIAN

23%

20%
N=7,783 N=3,459
LATINO

N=6,216 N=2,402
BLACK

Associate 4-year grad rate, 2010 cohort

N=3,437 N=3,595
WHITE

6
Bachelor’s 6-year grad rate,FIG2008
cohort

100

FIG?

80

As seen in Figure 5, the six-year graduation rates

graduation rates between black and Asian students

(44% to 62% across racial and ethnic groups) are

associate degrees within40four years, but 18 percent-

2052
for CUNY students pursuing bachelor’s
degrees 842

considerably higher than the four-year graduation
rates for students pursuing associate2643
degrees

graduation rates between associate and bachelor's

5054

students (33 to 35 percentage point gap) than for

black or Latino students (25 percentage point gap).
Looking at diﬀerences in graduation rates across

rather than within the racial and ethnic groups, the
gaps tend to be wider among those earning

bachelor’s degrees than among those earning

associate degrees. For example, the diﬀerence in

age points among those earning
29% bachelor’s
20

19%
degrees
within six years. Similarly, the diﬀerence
794

in graduation rates between Latino and white

racial and ethnic groups, the diﬀerences in

degree-seekers are larger for Asian and white

81%

60 71%those earning
is 10 percentage points among

0

(19% to 29% across the groups). Looking within

18

58%

45%

44%

40

students is only 3 percentage points among those

earning associate degrees, but 13 percentage
1162

points among those earning bachelor’s degrees.
These ﬁndings highlight the importance of

considering
other student characteristics beyond1588
6195
race, such as socioeconomic status, to further

explore opportunities for increasing completion,

as well as pursuing research to better understand
these gaps and how to address them.

80%

20%
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FINDING 4
Because black and Latino students make up a vast majority of

those pursuing associate degrees, low rates of associate degree completion
disproportionately impact them.

Figure 6: Four-year Associate Degree Graduates and Non-graduates by
Race (2010 Cohort/2014 Graduates)
842 (29%)

ASIAN

2,052 (71%)

1,162 (19%)

BLACK

5,054 (81%)

1,588 (20%)

LATINO

794 (23%)

WHITE
0

6,195 (80%)

2,643 (77%)
1,000

4-year graduates

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

6,000

7,000

8,000

Non-graduates

The lower associate degree completion

still had not completed them by 201410.

a disproportionate impact on black

one-quarter of these students transferred to

rates highlighted in Figures 5 and 6 have

and Latino students compared to white and
Asian students, given that the vast majority
(70% in 2014) of those entering associate
degree programs are black and Latino.

More than 11,000 black and Latino students
who started associate degrees in 2010

Although we know that approximately
a bachelor’s degree program without
first completing an associate degree

between 2010 and 2014, another 20%

remained enrolled. This raises questions of

student and institutional factors that aﬀect
academic momentum and time to degree.
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SUMMARY 2010–2015
Since 2010, the NYC DOE and CUNY
have made important strides towards

achieving the 2020 Goals. Amidst several

leadership changes and a growing number
of students in both systems, there is

continued progress in college readiness,

enrollment, and completion. This progress
must be accelerated, however, if the

New York City fares better

respond to the demands the city requires.

areas in aggregate rates of

systems are to meet all of the 2020 Goals and

than many other large urban
college enrollment. When the

data is disaggregated by race, however, the story shifts. New York City faces

big readiness, enrollment, and completion gaps for black and Latino students
compared to Asian and white students. Fortunately, leaders in the Mayor’s

Oﬃce, at the NYC DOE, and within CUNY are strongly committed to greater

equity and have been taking important steps to eradicate these gaps. The city
must continue to address these disparities in order to meet the established

targets for 2020 and ensure that all students have the opportunity to achieve
their college and career aspirations.

In the subsequent briefs in this series, we will explore in greater depth how

the NYC DOE and CUNY are doing with respect to key milestones on the path
to higher rates of college completion. Brief 2 further explores NYC DOE data
on college readiness and enrollment, shedding additional light on students’
entry points into postsecondary institutions. Brief 3 focuses on college

persistence and completion data for CUNY students, analyzing trajectories

once they matriculate. We end the series with a set of priorities for New York
City, as it continues to make progress on college degree completion while
increasing equity.
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INTRODUCTION
This is the second brief in GNYC's three-brief series
looking at college readiness and completion
outcomes among NYC DOE and CUNY students
through the lens of the 2020 Goals—a set of
indicators established by CUNY, the DOE and the
Mayor's Office at GNYC's founding in 2010.
In the ﬁrst brief, we provided an overview of the
college readiness and completion landscape,
summarizing progress made over the last five years
with respect to these ﬁve key indicators. In this
brief, we will delve more deeply into the first two
goals: college readiness and immediate college
enrollment¹ (see Figure 1, page 26).

New York City’s public

education system is enormous;
its 500 high schools educate

over 325,000 students per year.
Furthermore, many of these

students face significant obstacles to pursuing their higher education goals:
more than three-quarters of them are from low-income households.

Since mayoral control of New York City’s public schools began in 2002, numerous
reforms have been undertaken in an eﬀort to elevate rates of high school

graduation and college enrollment. Many high schools, for example, have
worked to strengthen their college and career counseling by adding staﬀ

and providing more and better training to existing staﬀ. Nevertheless, not all
schools have dedicated college counselors, and those that do often have

too few. More recently, Mayor de Blasio and New York City Schools Chancellor
Fariña have ushered in a new series of initiatives, restructuring school

support mechanisms and then rolling out a more comprehensive set of strategies
known as Equity & Excellence.
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The combined results of some of these longer-standing efforts to elevate
rates of college readiness2 and enrollment have been promising. More

students than ever are graduating from high school college ready and

enrolling in a postsecondary institution. In fact, more than three-quarters
of NYC DOE graduates enroll in college within months of high school

graduation, and the city ranks above other comparable urban districts with
regard to this metric.

As we will see in this brief, however, there is still much more progress to be
made in order to achieve the 2020 Goals.
Figure 1: the 2020 Goals

2020 GOALS

42%

COLLEGE READINESS
IMMEDIATE
COLLEGE ENROLLMENT

Increase college readiness
from 42% to 67% **

25%

73%

3-YEAR ASSOCIATE
DEGREE COMPLETION

10%

4-YEAR ASSOCIATE
DEGREE COMPLETION

Increase 3-year associate degree
completion from 10% to 25%

15%

18%

6-YEAR BACCALAUREATE
DEGREE COMPLETION

Increase 4-year degree
completion from 18% to 40%

22%

47%

0

Increase immediate college
enrollment from 73% to77%

4%

Increase 6-year baccalaureate
degree completion from 47% to 61%

14%

20

40

Baseline*

60

80

100

2020 Goal

* 2009 is the original baseline for the 2020 Goals, and remains so for completion goals. However, due to definition changes
and additional data sources available, 2010 is the baseline for the college enrollment goal and 2011 is the baseline for
the college readiness goal.
** In 2015, as part of the Equity & Excellence Agenda, Mayor de Blasio set a target of a 67% college readiness rate by 2026.
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REPORTING ON PROGRESS

COLLEGE READINESS
Consistent with CUNY’s remediation standards, this report deﬁnes “college readiness”

as meeting the following minimum requirements for proficiency in order to begin taking
college credit-bearing coursework:

• Reading and Writing: a score of 480 or above on the critical reading section

of the SAT, 20 or above on the ACT English test, or 75 or above on the English
Regents exam.

• Mathematics: a score of 500 or above on the math section of the SAT, 21 or above

on the ACT Math test, 70 or above on the Regents Algebra I exam or Common Core
Algebra exam, or 80 or above on the Regents Integrated Algebra, Geometry, or
Algebra II/Trigonometry exam, plus successful completion of an Algebra II or
trigonometry course.

EQUITY & EXCELLENCE
In September 2015, Mayor Bill de Blasio

These eﬀorts (combined with other

announced a set of initiatives designed

focusing more intensive support on

and Schools Chancellor Carmen Fariña

to ensure that all New York City students

have access to the rigorous preparation for
college that is required for future success.

The Equity & Excellence initiatives aim to
improve academic outcomes and extend

access to college preparatory courses to all

initiatives, such as expanding Pre-K and
struggling schools) are intended to advance
progress towards two new goals: a high

school graduation rate of 80% and a college
readiness rate of 67% for all high school
graduates by 2026.

students as well as to ensure that each high
school has a strong college-going culture.
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FINDING 1
Although college readiness rates have continued to rise steadily, less than half
of NYC DOE high school graduates were college ready in 2014.
Figure 2: College
FIG 2 Readiness Rates
(2011 vs. 2014 NYC DOE Graduates)

FIG 3
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Because of changes to the college readiness definition since 2009³, GNYC’s reporting

baseline for college readiness is 2011. Even over this three-year period, gains were made.

FIG 4

Between 2011 and 2014, college readiness rates increased by 5 percentage points (Figure 2).
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Despite this encouraging progress, however, more than half (53%) of NYC DOE high school
graduates in 2014 were still not meeting the threshold requirements for college readiness,

and 6%
the rate must increase by another 20 percentage points to reach the 2020 goal of having
2%

two-thirds of high school graduates be college ready.
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FINDING 2
College enrollment rates are high and rising, driven by increased enrollment
among college-ready graduates.

A MODEST COLLEGE ENROLLMENT GOAL
The immediate college enrollment goal is

readiness and completion rates. Although

This is largely due to the fact that rates of

milestone along the college pathway,

more modest than the other 2020 Goals.

enrollment for New York City students are
already high, especially when compared

to other urban districts nationally. Inherent
is the challenge of raising enrollment

rates without a corresponding increase in

immediate college enrollment is a critical

enrollment without readiness and/or without
completion can have lasting negative conse-

quences for students. The college enrollment
goal is therefore most meaningful when

viewed in connection with the other goals.

In 2014, 77% of NYC DOE high school

Figure 3: Immediate College
Enrollment Rates
FIG 3 DOE Graduates)
(2010 vs. 2014 NYC

graduates enrolled in college within six months
of graduating, compared to 73% in 2010

(Figure 3). The gain of 4 percentage points

on top of an already high base represents an

100
80
60

27%
73%

23%

2020
GOAL:
77%

77%

additional 3,022 NYC DOE high school

graduates immediately enrolling in college.
Additionally, the progress reﬂects an increase

40

in the number of college-ready enrollees: 56%

of NYC DOE’s 2014 graduates who immediately

20
0

2010
N=51,439

College enrollee

2014
N=53,079

Non-enrollee

enrolled in any higher education institution

were college ready, compared to 42% of their

peers in 2010. In numerical terms, this translates
to 6,744 more college-ready enrollees in 2014 as
compared to 2010, versus 3,722 fewer enrollees
who were not college ready. These higher

rates of college readiness among those entering
college have important implications for

students’ postsecondary options and degree
completion prospects.
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FINDING 3

College readiness rates are increasing for all racial groups.
Overall, large gaps persist and are not narrowing.
Figure 4: College Readiness Rates by Race
FIG 4
(2011 vs. 2014 NYC DOE Graduates)
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* Ns are for 2011 baseline year
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36%

College readiness rates rose for high school graduates in all racial groups between 2011 and
50%

2014, with Latino students demonstrating the largest overall gains in terms of the numbers
81%

of college-ready students and Asian students showing the largest gains in percentage terms
64%

(Figure 4).

50%

Nevertheless, there are still major gaps in college19%
readiness for black and Latino students
vis-à-vis Asian and white students. Whereas Asian and white students are already

nearing or exceeding the 2020 Goal of having two-thirds of high school graduates be

college ready, black and Latino graduates trail their peers by 30 or more percentage points.
When one considers that the numbers of black and Latino students in New York City are

nearly double the numbers of Asian and white students, the urgency of addressing this gap
becomes even more stark.
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Figure 5: Immediate College Enrollment Rates by Race
FIG 5
(2010 vs. 2014 NYC
DOE Graduates)
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As noted earlier, college enrollment rates for NYC DOE graduates are exceptionally high.
We believe that this has much to do with the unique presence of a system as large,

aﬀordable, and diverse in its oﬀerings as the CUNY system of 2-year and 4-year colleges.
Across racial and ethnic groups, the diﬀerences in rates of immediate college enrollment were
far smaller than the diﬀerences in college readiness rates and have continued to narrow over
time. Although gaps in immediate enrollment rates persist across racial and ethnic groups

(Figure 5), gains for black and Latino students exceeded those of white and Asian students

between 2010 and 2014. This is particularly noteworthy given that black and Latino students
make up the majority of NYC DOE students.

A STARTING PLACE FOR EXAMINING EQUITY
Examining 2020 Goal categories by race

English language proficiency (i.e., English

conversation on equity in attainment.

characteristics are needed to provide a

is an important starting point in a

However, alone it does not illuminate
other factors that influence college

readiness and enrollment. For example,
data disaggregated by school eﬀects,

students’ socioeconomic status, level of

language learner status), and other

more complete picture of the gaps and
opportunities for addressing them.

Future reports will examine these myriad
factors more fully.
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As will be explored in the third brief in this

Figure 6: College Readiness rates
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series, students’ college readiness factors

heavily in the amount of effort required to move
them to completion. NYC DOE data show
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This represents more than 2,000 students—and
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College-ready enrollees

potentially a missed opportunity for increasing
enrollment and completion rates among
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23%

students who are prepared for success in college.
The Research Alliance for NYC Schools, in

partnership with the NYC DOE and CUNY,
is currently conducting research on this

41%
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SUMMARY
Over the past three years, the NYC DOE has met
the initial 2020 college enrollment target overall
and made important progress toward the college
readiness target. In particular, the numbers of

college-ready matriculants have continued to rise.

However, not all racial
and ethnic groups are

meeting the college readiness

and enrollment targets or are on pace to do so. Over the next few years, the
ambitious readiness goal will remain a primary focus, since it is integral to

meeting the completion goal. As mentioned in this brief, Mayor de Blasio’s call
to action on college readiness—one that calls for 80% of high school students
to graduate and 67% of these graduates to be college ready, with a focus on

ensuring equitable progress toward these goals—would mean an increase of
approximately 9,000 graduates and 15,000 college-ready students over the

2014 levels.

Equity for all groups should also be a top priority. Although broad gaps

in readiness persist between black and Latino students and Asian and white
students, Latino students closed this gap by a couple of percentage points

between 2011 and 2014. If these goals are to be met as a city, this progress should
be maintained and accelerated, while investing in eliminating readiness gaps
for New York City’s black and Latino students in particular.

In Brief 3, we will report on outcome data for students pursuing degrees

in the CUNY system and explore progress toward the 2020 Goals for college
completion for associate and bachelor’s degree seekers.

1

2

3

“Immediate” college enrollment refers to enrollment in a full-time or part-time college program (associate
or bachelor’s degree) the fall after a student graduates from high school.
Shifts in the definitions of college readiness and enrollment made it prudent to change the baseline year for
these two metrics. In 2010, the NYC DOE began including college enrollment information from additional
institutions, supplementing National Student Clearinghouse data. In 2011, additional metrics were added to
assess college readiness. These definitional changes led to upticks in the numbers.
When the NYC DOE expanded the metrics used to determine college readiness (i.e., by adding ACT and
CUNY assessment metrics to the definition), this resulted in an increase in the number of students categorized
as college ready. At the same time, CUNY raised math proficiency requirements and changed math
course requirements.
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INTRODUCTION
This is the third and final brief in GNYC's series

looking at college readiness and completion outcomes
among NYC DOE and CUNY students through the

lens of the 2020 Goals—a set of indicators established
by CUNY, the DOE and the Mayor's Office at

GNYC's founding in 2010. This brief focuses on

college persistence and degree completion outcomes

for all CUNY students, nearly three-quarters of whom
are graduates of NYC DOE high schools. Therefore,
the narratives converge here for former NYC DOE
students at CUNY and CUNY students overall.

Unless otherwise specified, rates reported in this brief

CUNY has been on a

those who came out of NYC DOE high schools. This

expansion since the

refer to all students attending CUNY, not only
brief concentrates on the last three 2020 Goals
highlighted in Figure 2 (page 39).

trajectory of incredible
early 2000s. In the fall

semester of 2014, there were
224,000 undergraduate

degree-seeking students

enrolled across CUNY’s 18 colleges. Between
Figure 1: CUNY Undergraduate
Fall Enrollment Degree-Seeking Students
(2010–2014)

at CUNY community colleges and almost

6% at CUNY four-year colleges, primarily

due to the increased number of graduates and

230,000

matriculating students exiting NYC DOE

high schools. Even with this pace of enrollment

225,000

growth in the CUNY system, aggregate rates

220,000

of associate and bachelor’s degree completion

215,000
210,000

2010 and 2014, enrollment increased nearly 8%

have continued to improve, resulting in a

significant increase in the number of degrees
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

being awarded each year.
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The dramatic enrollment growth at CUNY’s

enrollment at the 4-year colleges has been

of shifts in CUNY policies as well as changes

of transfer students, who enter CUNY after

community colleges has occurred as a result
in the applicant pool. Under current policy,
any student not meeting CUNY’s college

readiness standards must begin his or her
studies in an associate degree program.

Policies were ended that had previously

created additional opportunities for students
to prove proficiency and be admitted to

CUNY’s four-year colleges even if they had
some remedial need*. At the same time,

CUNY proficiency standards in math have
also become more rigorous. The result has

been more students enrolling in community
colleges and more students in remediation.

These policies have had a disproportionate

impact on black and Latino students, whose
college readiness rates, as discussed in

Brief 2, are significantly lower overall than
those for white and Asian students.

The policy changes have had ramifications

for CUNY’s four-year colleges, too, including
a decrease in the numbers of entering

freshman and a 100-point increase in their

more than offset, however, by larger numbers
having accumulated credits or an associate
degree at another college.

Moreover, CUNY students are becoming

more “traditional” in the sense that nearly all
students are entering the system within 18
months of high school graduation and are

entering with regular high school diplomas
rather than with high school equivalencies.

Only about one-quarter of all CUNY students
are older than 24, and less than one-third

work more than 20 hours per week. Yet many
CUNY students are in “risk” categories that

traditionally have lower rates of completion:
nearly half are first generation college goers,
just over one-third were born outside of the

U.S., almost 60% qualify for Pell Grants, and

nearly 40% report annual household incomes
of less than $20,000. Additionally, the vast

majority of CUNY students are commuters;
most live with family members while
pursuing their degrees1.

average SAT scores. The decrease in

* Today, only the SEEK Program allows students with remedial need entry into CUNY four-year colleges (serving
approximately 8,000 students per year).
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Figure 2: the 2020 Goals
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* 2009 is the original baseline for the 2020 Goals, and remains so for completion goals. However, due to definition changes
and additional data sources available, 2010 is the baseline for the college enrollment goal and 2011 is the baseline for
the college readiness goal.
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CUNY has made progress on increasing completion rates: more students

73%
and an increasing percentage
of students 4%
graduated from its associate degree

and bachelor’s degree programs in 2014 than in 2009. As would be expected

4% 11%
from the size 10%
of the
population, these gains are the same for the large subset of

CUNY students who graduated from NYC DOE high schools. The following

18%
4% 18%
pages detail the
progress
being made toward the three college completion goals.
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FINDING 1
Associate degree completion rates have risen by 4 percentage points over
the last five years, even as the number of enrolling students has risen.

While this is promising, rates are still low, and more accelerated progress
is necessary to meet the 2020 Goal.

Figure 3: Three-year and Four-year Associate Degree Completion Rates
(2009 vs. 2014 CUNY Graduates)
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FIG 2b
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Both three-year and four-year associate degree completion rates rose by 4 percentage points
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between 2009 and 2014 (see Figure 3). These gains for the entire CUNY student

47%
47% parallel the gains among students entering CUNY from NYC DOE high
population
closely

schools. Among NYC DOE graduates, completion rates also rose to 14% for three-year
47%

completers
and 53%
to 22% for four-year completers.
53%

Despite the progress, the 2014 results for CUNY students are still 11 percentage points shy of

0

the three-year completion rate goal and 18 percentage points shy of the four-year completion
rate goal. Two models in particular, both of which achieve an average three-year associate

degree graduation rate of 50% or higher, have shown promise in their potential to boost these
FIG 4
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rates further.
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The first model, the nationally recognized and rigorously evaluated Accelerated
Study in Associate Programs (ASAP), will grow from its current size of 8,000

students per year to 25,000 students per year across nine CUNY partner colleges
in academic year 2018-19, the result of new city investments totaling $190

million over three years. ASAP is for full-time associate degree seeking students
and offers a range of financial, academic, and personal supports including

comprehensive and personalized advisement, career counseling, tutoring, waivers
for tuition and mandatory fees, MetroCards, and additional assistance to defray
the cost of textbooks. ASAP students consistently graduate at rates far above

overall average rates at CUNY and take less time to complete their degrees. The

average three-year graduation rate across six cohorts of ASAP students entering
between fall 2007 and fall 2012 was 53%. The quality and achievements of the

ASAP program maintained at scale will have an important impact on associate
degree completion rates across CUNY in the next five years.

The second, but far smaller, successful model is Guttman Community College,

which opened its doors to students for the first time in the fall of 2012. Guttman

integrates excellence in teaching, proactive and responsive student supports, and

external partnerships. The college oﬀers a limited selection of majors and clearlydefined educational pathways, including an integrated first-year curriculum that
is inquiry-based, to prepare students for careers and baccalaureate study3. With

nearly 700 students enrolled in the fall of 2014, the college will grow to 5,000

students at full capacity. The first three-year associate degree completion cohort in
2013 achieved a graduation rate of nearly 50%.
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persisted. Compared to associate degree completion rates, racial achievement
gaps are wider among students pursuing bachelor’s degrees.
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Figure 5: Associate and Bachelor’s Degree Completion Rates by Race
(2009 vs.FIG 42014 cuny graduates)
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In 2014, black
and Latino students lagged behind
100
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Asian and white students in four-year associate degree

2014 Progress
percentage points for associate degree seekers and
between 3 and 4 percentage points for bachelor's

47%47% degree seekers. Preliminary data suggest that for
and
degree completion rates (see
Figure605). 60The gaps were significantly
wider
students who participate in ASAP, the achievement gap
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21%21%
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Between 2009 and 2014, similar patterns of progress

emerged across racial groups when looking at associate
and bachelor’s degree completion rates. While black

and Latino students had the lowest rates in both 2009

and 2014, their gains exceeded those for white students,
narrowing the completion gap by between 4 and 5

time period, associate degree completion for white

students did not grow and bachelor's degree completion
rates for white students actually grew at a lesser rate.
On the other hand, rates for Asian students started

high and grew higher between 2009 and 2014, generally
maintaining the completion gap with Latino and
black students.
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Figure 6: Freshman Enrollment in Associate and
Bachelor’s Programs
by Race
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students are beginning bachelor’s
degree programs at CUNY four-
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year colleges (21% and 26%,

respectively) compared to white

and Asian students (53% and 55%,
respectively). In other words,

Figure 7: Remedial Need for Entering
First-Time Freshmen
(2014 CUNY Fall Enrollment)*

Asian and white students are more
than twice as likely as black and
Latino students to begin their
college career in a bachelor’s

14,000
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to remediation
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remediation

degree program. As discussed
earlier, this appears to have
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Brief 2 demonstrates that college
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options when they are applying

* Percentage of students who are assigned to remediation in at least one
subject (mathematics, reading, or writing).
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The information contained in

40%

0

ASIAN
N=7,668

applicant pool and its policies.

readiness inﬂuences students’
and matriculating to college.

Black and Latino students have

BRIEF 3: DEGREE COMPLETION

lower rates of college readiness graduating from high school and therefore higher rates

of remediation when they enter college. Remedial needs are a primary barrier to accessing
bachelor’s programs, concentrating students with developmental education needs into

community college programs, as they are ineligible for entry to four-year colleges. Fifty-

seven percent of all entering freshmen at CUNY are required to take at least one remedial
course. A large and increasing majority of these students require remedial math, due to
more stringent math proficiency standards in recent years, while remedial rates have

recently decreased in reading and writing. Reform of developmental education is an area
of particular importance that CUNY has made recent moves to address. These changes,

currently in development, would improve the accuracy of placement, refine the criteria for
exit from developmental coursework and better align developmental instruction with the
student’s intended major. Also, alternatives to conventional developmental education,

such as CUNY Start, have been shown to help students exit from developmental instruction
and enter credit-bearing coursework at high rates. These reforms and programs have the

potential to significantly impact further improvements in associate degree completion rates
and close racial achievement gaps.
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BRIEF 3: DEGREE COMPLETION

SUMMARY
In summary, CUNY is on pace to meet the

bachelor’s degree completion goal and has made
important progress toward the associate

degree completion goals as well. Early indicators
show that associate completion rates in 2015
are growing at an accelerated rate, due in

part to the scale-up of ASAP*. The 2020 targets for
three and four-year associate degree completion
are ambitious, given progress to date. But

reaching these goals is crucial for the city, given
that associate degrees are an increasingly

important point of postsecondary access and entry,
particularly for black and Latino students.

As with the 2020 college

readiness and enrollment goals
discussed in the previous

briefs, determining how to
ensure equitable progress

among diﬀerent racial and
ethnic groups in regards to

college completion is also vital.
Completion gaps exist among
students pursuing associate

degrees as well as among those
pursuing bachelor’s degrees,
and the gaps are wider for

bachelor’s degree-seeking students. Furthermore, while bachelor’s degree

programs have higher completion rates, only about a quarter of black and Latino
students begin college in these programs, compared to more than half of Asian

and white students. On the other hand, black and Latino students have made
larger gains in completion during this time period than their white peers,

whose rates have stagnated or grown at a lesser rate. Asian students still fare
the best, and their overall completion rates have continued to improve.

In the following section, information examined in this series of briefs will be

revisited and priorities will be set forth for the work ahead as GNYC and our

partners continue to advance an agenda of college completion in New York City.
*

The three-year associate degree completion rate for students who entered in 2012 is 17.5%.

“2014 Student Experience Survey,” The City University of New York, Office of Institutional Research and Assessment,
http://www.cuny.edu/about/administration/offices/ira/ir/surveys/student/SES_2014_Report_Final.pdf.
2 “Accelerated Study in Associate Programs,” The City University of New York, http://www1.cuny.edu/sites/asap/.
3 “Mission, Vision, Goals, & Outcomes,” Guttman Community College,
http://guttman.cuny.edu/about/mission-vision-goals-outcomes/.
1
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Throughout this brief series, GNYC has reported on the progress that has been made in
pursuit of the 2020 college readiness and success goals, and explored systemic diﬀerences in
outcomes among racial and ethnic groups. The data reveal gains across all five of the goal
areas, and in most cases, this progress extends to all racial and ethnic groups.
Nevertheless, the significant gaps in readiness, enrollment, and completion

that existed in the baseline years (2009, 2010, 2011)—specifically among black

and Latino students compared to their Asian and white peers—have not gone
away or been appreciably reduced. Among NYC DOE students, Asian and

white students consistently fare better in meeting college access and readiness
milestones. Although there has been some progress in reducing them, the
gaps in 2014 remained wide.

The 2020 Goals are ambitious markers to guide and inform the eﬀorts of

various institutions in New York City that are working to improve college

readiness and completion outcomes, striving not only to meet these goals in the
aggregate, but also to increase equity in doing so.

TAKING AIM:
THE NEXT FIVE YEARS
Reﬂecting on the data shared across this series of briefs, four urgent
priorities emerge in the ongoing pursuit of greater rates of college
readiness and completion over the next five years and beyond.
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TAKING AIM: THE NEXT FIVE YEARS

PRIORITY 1
Eliminate the college readiness gap among black and Latino students and their
Asian and white peers.

Figure 1: College Readiness Rates BY RACE
FIG 2
(2014 NYC DOE Graduates)
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The college readiness gap has implications for

rate to 67%, while increasing the high school
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steady progress since the 2011 baseline (rates have
risen 5 percentage
points over the last three
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graduation rate to 80%, by 2026. The pairing
high school graduates and more than 15,000

additional college-ready
students each year by
100

2026. The mayor has also called on institutions to
80

incorporate an equity focus within this work—
60
an action that
Graduate NYC commends and

40 a crucial factor in the city’s collective
recognizes as
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Figure 2: Enrollment
in Associate and Bachelor’s Programs by Race
FIG 6
(2014 CUNY Cohort)
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When the NYC DOE, CUNY, and the Mayor’s

programs as their point of entry to college at

emphasis was on overall completion rates and did

These rates are about half of those for their Asian

Oﬃce set the 2020 Goals for the city in 2010, the

not explicitly address equity in outcomes. Over the
last five years, however, it has become very clear

that increasing rates of college readiness, matriculation, and completion without addressing the often

substantial racial achievement gaps is insuﬃcient.
The goals are not only about augmenting overall
completion rates but also increasing access to

completion pathways and gateways to economic
and professional opportunity equitably for
all groups.

Although CUNY is on pace to meet the bachelor’s
degree completion goal overall (moving the rate

from 47% to 53% over the past five years, in pursuit

of a 61% completion rate), too few of the city’s black
and Latino students are accessing baccalaureate

CUNY: 21% and 26%, respectively (see Figure 2).
and white peers.

College readiness and developmental need play

an important inﬂuencing role in the pathways that
students are able to pursue. As such, it is critically
important to gain a better understanding of these
barriers in order to address them with urgency.
Bachelor’s degrees often aﬀord professional,

economic, and academic opportunities that are not
always available to associate degree holders and

are also pathways with higher rates of degree

completion at CUNY. Addressing equity gaps in
access to these programs at point of entry to the

university will help to increase college completion
for all groups in New York City.
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TAKING AIM: THE NEXT 5 YEARS

PRIORITY 3
Increase the completion rates of associate degree seekers.
Figure 3: Four-year Associate DEGREE Completion Rates
(2009 and 2014 CUNY GRADUATES)
FOUR-YEAR
ASSOCIATE COMPLETION

FIG 2b
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CUNY has made important progress over

Community College, and multiple eﬀorts

degree completion rate, raising the overall

academic momentum.

the last five years in increasing its associate
four-year degree attainment rate by 4

percentage points (see Figure 3). Coupled

with the rise in volume of associate degree
pursuers during the same timeframe, this

has resulted in more than 1,500 additional

students receiving associate degrees in 2014

than in 2009. The cumulative eﬀects of these
numbers year over year are important.

This progress suggests that, while ambitious,
the 2020 Goals are within reach. This is

FIG 4b

particularly true given the substantial work
being undertaken at CUNY to increase

100

completion rates through the expansion of

the ASAP Program, the scale-up of Guttman
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38%
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63%

to reform remedial education and increase
Associate degree programs serve as the

primary gateway to college for many

students: overall, 64% of the students who

enrolled at CUNY for the first time in 2014
enrolled in an associate degree program,

and the percentages are even higher among
black and Latino students (78% and 75%,

respectively). Yet associate degree pathways
have not served as eﬀectively as a pathway
out of college with a degree. Although

obvious, it is worth making explicit: increasing rates of associate degree completion is
critical to raising college degree attainment
rates in New York City as a whole.
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Figure 4: Six-year Bachelor’s DEGREE Completion Rates BY RACE
(2008 CUNY Cohort)
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Brief 3 described how CUNY is roughly

than among students pursuing associate

degree completion goal by 2020, an exciting

students by 18 percentage points in

on pace to meet the overall bachelor’s

prospect given the opportunities often

available to bachelor’s degree holders.
When the data is disaggregated by race,

degrees. Black students lag behind Asian
bachelor’s degree completion overall, for
example, compared to 10 percentage

points among associate degree completers.

however, the rates of bachelor’s completion

This presents the opportunity for a diﬀerent

complete bachelor’s degrees at rates that

bachelor’s completion rates, one that hones

vary widely. Asian and white students

exceed or are approaching the 2020 Goal

(62% and 58%, respectively), while rates for
black and Latino students still fall 16

percentage points or more below target
levels (see Figure 4).

The racial gaps in completion rates are much

focus as CUNY seeks to support higher

in explicitly on raising rates for black and

Latino students. In support of higher rates
of college completion in New York City,

considering equitable progress in meeting

the 2020 bachelor’s degree completion goal
is vital.

larger for students in baccalaureate programs
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At the conclusion of this series of briefs, GNYC
is optimistic about the conversations that
can be fostered by the data shared in these pages,
the initiatives they can help expand, and the
innovations they can inspire. We are also pleased
by the momentum, enthusiasm, and focus
being shown by the Mayor’s Oﬃce, across the
NYC DOE and CUNY, and within the broader
college access and success community in NYC to
tackle these diﬃcult issues.

Over the past several years,

new initiatives, collaborations,
tools, programs, and policies
have been implemented

to address the pipeline from high school through college degree completion.
Although an understanding of overall rates of college readiness, matriculation, and completion is critical, an important and urgent story about equity

emerges when these indicators are disaggregated by race. An understanding

of these patterns and gaps is not only crucial in pursuing an equity agenda; a

better understanding of how income, neighborhood of residence, and schools
attended impact readiness and success will also add vital information in the

pursuit of higher college completion rates across the city. Future reports will
delve further into these and other topics.

New York is a city of people and families from all corners of the world.

Most of these families across the five boroughs will be impacted at some point
in their lives either by a NYC DOE school or by a CUNY college, if not both.

As a result, their fortunes and futures are inextricably linked with those of the

city’s public education institutions. Across the Pre-K to postsecondary pathway,
organizations and institutions must all work together to continue to rise to
the demand of serving all families well. Though incredibly challenging,

as the progress toward the ambitious 2020 Goals highlights, nothing is more
important to the future and success of this city and its residents.
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